PRODUCT SAFETY NOTICE

July 22, 2019

ProTech™ Aluminum Key-Lock Carabiner.

Red auto-lock with keeper, part# 300153

CMC Rescue has become aware of an issue regarding the ProTech™ Aluminum Key-Lock Carabiner. A defect in the manufacturing process resulted in a small population of carabiners having surface cracks that could impact the minimum breaking strength (MBS) of the product. This defect manifests itself as a recessed area, crease, or crack on the upper bend of the carabiner as indicated in the highlighted location below:
Data from manufacturing indicates this issue is contained to a single batch of material that was used in the following product lot numbers: 19191M and 19178T. Location of the Lot Number is shown below:

These carabiners were sold as single carabiners and as part of the following kits:

Levr™ Escape System - 500360
Aztek Proseries® System - 500104
Lion Tether - 202730
Tie-in – 724153-02
Fastlink Pickoff - 201107
PFD Tether – 202730-PFD

CMC requests that you inspect all units and kits having carabiners from the two lot numbers identified for this condition. If you find a carabiner or kit with the condition listed above, please immediately remove the unit from service and contact our customer support team by calling (800) 513-7455 or (805) 562-9120, or via email at info@cmcrescue.com.

Thank you for your continued support and trust!